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Cooking for Geeks
2016-12

cooking for geeks の改訂版 章構成を変え インタビューやコラム 実験などを加わえた全面的な改訂を行った

Rクックブック
2020

ロングセラー待望の改訂版 r言語や関連パッケージ ツールのアップデート rstudioの普及による環境の変化に対応

Python Cookbook
2002

thepython cookbookis a collection of problems solutions and practical examples for python programmers written by python programmers over the past
year members of the python community have contributed material to an online repository of python recipes hosted by activestate this book contains the
best of those recipes accompanied by overviews and background material by key python figures the recipes in thepython cookbookrange from simple
tasks such as working with dictionaries and list comprehensions to entire modules that demonstrate templating systems and network monitoring this
book contains over 200 recipes on the following topics searching and sorting manipulating text working with files and the filesystem object oriented
programming dealing with threads and processes system administration interacting with databases creating user interfaces network and web
programming processing xml distributed programming debugging and testing extending python this book is a treasure trove of useful code for all python
programmers from novices to advanced practitioners with contributions from such python luminaries as guido van rossum david ascher tim peters paul
prescod mark hammond and alex martelli as well as over 100 other python programmers the recipes highlight python best practices and can be used
directly in day to day programming tasks as a source of ideas or as a way to learn more about python the recipes in thepython cookbookwere edited by
david ascher who is on the board of the python software foundation and is the co author oflearning python and alex martelli who is known for his
numerous and exhaustive postings on the python mailing list the book contains a foreword by guido van rossum the creator of python

C++クックブック
2006-09

基礎から応用までc 参考書の決定版

JavaScript cookbook
2011-04

今日的なjavascriptのテクニック
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R Cookbook
2011-03-03

with more than 200 practical recipes this book helps you perform data analysis with r quickly and efficiently the r language provides everything you need
to do statistical work but its structure can be difficult to master this collection of concise task oriented recipes makes you productive with r immediately
with solutions ranging from basic tasks to input and output general statistics graphics and linear regression each recipe addresses a specific problem
with a discussion that explains the solution and offers insight into how it works if you re a beginner r cookbook will help get you started if you re an
experienced data programmer it will jog your memory and expand your horizons you ll get the job done faster and learn more about r in the process
create vectors handle variables and perform other basic functions input and output data tackle data structures such as matrices lists factors and data
frames work with probability probability distributions and random variables calculate statistics and confidence intervals and perform statistical tests
create a variety of graphic displays build statistical models with linear regressions and analysis of variance anova explore advanced statistical techniques
such as finding clusters in your data wonderfully readable r cookbook serves not only as a solutions manual of sorts but as a truly enjoyable way to
explore the r language one practical example at a time jeffrey ryan software consultant and r package author

Python Cookbook
2007

料理を化学的側面から解説するギーク向け料理本

Cooking For Geeks
2011-09

dns bind第4版のクックブック登場

DNS & BINDクックブック
2003-04

why reinvent the wheel every time you run into a problem with javascript this cookbook is chock full of code recipes for common programming tasks
along with techniques for building apps that work in any browser you ll get adaptable code samples that you can add to almost any project and you ll
learn more about javascript in the process the recipes in this book take advantage of the latest features in ecmascript 2020 and beyond and use modern
javascript coding standards you ll learn how to set up a productive development environment with a code editor linter and test server work with
javascript data types such as strings arrays and bigints improve your understanding of javascript functions including arrow functions closures and
generators apply object oriented programming concepts like classes and inheritance work with rich media in javascript including audio video and svgs
manipulate html markup and css styles use javascript anywhere with node js access and manipulate remote data with rest graphql and fetch get started
with the popular express application building framework perform asynchronous operations with promises async await and web workers
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JavaScript Cookbook
2021-07-16

with this collection of proven recipes you have the ideal problem solving guide for developing interactive rich internet applications on the adobe flash
platform you ll find answers to hundreds of common problems you may encounter when using adobe flex flex 4 framework or flash builder adobe s gui
based development tool flex 4 cookbook has hands on recipes for everything from flex basics to solutions for working with visual components and data
access as well as tips on application development unit testing and adobe air each recipe provides an explanation of how and why it works and includes
sample code that you can use immediately you ll get results fast whether you re a committed flex developer or still evaluating the technology it s a great
way to jumpstart your next web application topics include using spark component text layout framework groups and layout spark list and itemrenderer
images bitmaps videos and sounds css styling and skinning states and effects working with collections using databinding validation formatting and
regular expressions using charts services and data access using rsls and modules working with adobe air 2 0

Flex 4 Cookbook
2010-05-11

the best way to showcase a powerful new technology is to demonstrate its real world results and that s exactly what this new cookbook does with adobe
flex 3 wide ranging and highly practical flex 3 cookbook contains more than 300 proven recipes for developing interactive rich internet applications and 2
0 sites you ll find everything from flex basics to solutions for working with visual components and data access to tips on application development unit
testing and using adobe air you also get ideas from the development community through its flex cookbook website adobe com devnet adobe invited flex
developers to post their own solutions for working with this technology and from hundreds of posts the authors chose the best and most useful solutions
to supplement flex 3 cookbook each recipe inside provides a solution to a common problem explains how and why it works and offers sample code that
you can put to use immediately topics include containers and dialogues working with text data driven components datagrid and advanced datagrid
itemrenderers and editors images bitmaps videos and sounds css styling and skinning states and effects working with collections arrays and
dataproviders using databinding validation formatting and regular expressions using charts and data visualization services and data access using rsls and
modules working with adobe air whether you re a committed flex developer or still evaluating the technology you ll discover how to get quick results with
flex 3 using the recipes in this cookbook it s an ideal way to jumpstart your next web application

Flex 3 Cookbook
2008-05-13

november 2011 first edition revision history for the first edition 2011 11 04 first release colophon

HTML5 Cookbook
2011-11-14

a guide to sql covers such topics as retrieving records metadata queries working with strings data arithmetic date manipulation reporting and
warehousing and hierarchical queries
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SQL Cookbook
2006

as the first book for intermediate and advanced users of google sketchup this cookbook goes beyond the basics to explore the complex features and tools
that design professionals use you ll get numerous step by step tutorials for solving common and not so common design problems with detailed color
graphics to guide your way and discussions that explain additional ways to complete a task google sketchup cookbook will help you use sketchup more
efficiently by taking advantage of components and groups learn new techniques for using follow me intersect and constraints go beyond simple textures
with tools such as texture positioning and photo match create animations and walkthroughs and explore design scenarios by using layers and scenes
learn how to use styles to customize your presentations combine sketchup with the 3d warehouse and google earth google sketchup cookbook is ideal for
architects engineers interior designers product designers woodworkers and other professionals and hobbyists who want to work more efficiently and
achieve true mastery of this amazing tool

Google SketchUp Cookbook
2009-03-10

thoroughly vetted by adobe s air development team adobe air 1 5 cookbook addresses fundamentals best practices and topics that web developers and
application designers inquire about most the hands on recipes in this cookbook help you solve a variety of tasks and scenarios you may encounter using
adobe air to build rich internet applications for the desktop it s an ideal way to learn the nuances of adobe air with practical solutions you can use right
away and detailed explanations of why and how they work these recipes will help you build an air application with flex flash or html and ajax create a
database and connect it to your application put together native menus for pcs and macs work with the service monitor framework utilize the adobe air
update framework create branded desktop experiences with custom chrome and custom application icons distribute your air application with the
seamless install badge and more adobe air 1 5 cookbook includes dozens of recipes from rising stars in the air development community david tucker rich
tretola marco casario and koen de weggheleire along with the best solutions posted by visitors to the adobe air cookbook community website hosted by
adobe and o reilly adobe com go air cookbook if you re ready to expand your skill set with adobe air this is the book you ve been waiting for

Adobe AIR 1.5 Cookbook
2008-11-17

well before ajax and microsoft s windows presentation foundation hit the scene macromedia offered the first method for building web pages with the
responsiveness and functionality of desktop programs with its flash based rich internet applications now new owner adobe is taking flash and its powerful
capabilities beyond the and making it a full fledged development environment rather than focus on theory the actionscript 3 0 cookbook concentrates on
the practical application of actionscript with more than 300 solutions you can use to solve a wide range of common coding dilemmas you ll find recipes
that show you how to detect the user s flash player version or their operating system build custom classes format dates and currency types work with
strings build user interface components work with audio and video make remote procedure calls using flash remoting and web services load send and
search xml data and much much more each code recipe presents the problem solution and discussion of how you can use it in other ways or personalize it
for your own needs and why it works you can quickly locate the recipe that most closely matches your situation and get the solution without reading the
whole book to understand the underlying code solutions progress from short recipes for small problems to more complex scripts for thornier riddles and
the discussions offer a deeper analysis for resolving similar issues in the future along with possible design choices and ramifications you ll even learn how
to link modular actionscript pieces together to create rock solid solutions for flex 2 and flash applications when you re not sure how actionscript 3 0
works or how to approach a specific programming dilemma you can simply pick up the book flip to the relevant recipe s and quickly find the solution you
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re looking for adobe developer library is a co publishing partnership between o reilly media and adobe systems inc and is designed to produce the
number one information resources for developers who use adobe technologies created in 2006 the adobe developer library is the official source for
comprehensive learning solutions to help developers create expressive and interactive web applications that can reach virtually anyone on any platform
with top notch books and innovative online resources covering the latest in rich internet application development the adobe developer library offers
expert training and in depth resources straight from the source

ActionScript 3.0 Cookbook
2006-10-11

given the improved analytical capabilities of excel scientists and engineers everywhere are using it instead of fortran to solve problems and why not excel
is installed on millions of computers features a rich set of built in analyses tools and includes an integrated visual basic for applications vba programming
language no wonder it s today s computing tool of choice chances are you already use excel to perform some fairly routine calculations now the excel
scientific and engineering cookbook shows you how to leverage excel to perform more complex calculations too calculations that once fell in the domain
of specialized tools it does so by putting a smorgasbord of data analysis techniques right at your fingertips the book shows how to perform these useful
tasks and others use excel and vba in general import data from a variety of sources analyze data perform calculations visualize the results for
interpretation and presentation use excel to solve specific science and engineering problems wherever possible the excel scientific and engineering
cookbook draws on real world examples from a range of scientific disciplines such as biology chemistry and physics this way you ll be better prepared to
solve the problems you face in your everyday scientific or engineering tasks high on practicality and low on theory this quick look up reference provides
instant solutions or recipes to problems both basic and advanced and like other books in o reilly s popular cookbook format each recipe also includes a
discussion on how and why it works as a result you can take comfort in knowing that complete practical answers are a mere page flip away

Excel Scientific and Engineering Cookbook
2006-01-17

eclipse is a powerful open source platform that gives java developers a new way to approach development projects in this cookbook steve holzner
demystifies eclipse with practical recipes for more than 800 situations that may be encountered

Eclipse Cookbook
2004

基礎から応用までのテクニックを収録

bashクックブック
2008-09

this project originated from a notebook of recipes discovered in the document files of the royal b c museum s history division in 1984 this document
discusses the relevant material found in the different repositories it presents a detailed examination of the replication of the recipes and offers findings
and conclusions it makes mention of additional work that could be done to complete the study of this topic finally it presents various uses to which this
research has been put as well as future possibilities
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Clue to a Culture
1993

solutions and examples for c programmers cover

C++ Cookbook
2006

a collection of problems solutions and practical examples for php programmers the book contains a unique and extensive collection of best practices for
everyday php programming dilemmas for every problem addressed in the book there s a worked out solution or recipe a short focused piece of code you
can insert directly into your application however this book offers more than cut and paste code you also get explanations of how and why the code works
so you can learn to adapt the problem solving techniques to similar situations the recipes in the php cookbook range from simple tasks such as sending a
database query and fetching urls to entire programs that demonstrate complex tasks such as printing html tables and generating bar charts this book
contains an impressive collection of useful code for php programmers from novices to advanced practitioners instead of poking around mailing lists
online documentation and other sources you can rely on the php cookbook to provide quick solutions to common problems so you can spend your time on
those out of the ordinary problems specific to your application

PHP Cookbook
2003

html5の実践的なテクニックをまとめた

HTML5クックブック
2012-06-21

実践的な300本のサンプルを収録

Cooking For Geeks
2002-08

この本は pythonそのものを教えようとする本ではなく 特定のタスクに対応するための特定の概念やテクニックを ときにトリックも 示したものである 収録したレシピは 初歩的で一般性の高いタスクから 高度 あるいは専門的なタスクまで 最上のテクニックを示している あなた
のpythonレベル もっと一般的に言えばプログラミングスキルが どの程度のものであるにせよ この本から何らかの価値あるものを得ていただけると信じるものである pythonコミュニティの英知を集めた実践的なコードを収録 pythonを使いこなすための決定版

Javaクックブック
2007-06

are you the innovative type the cook who marches to a different drummer used to expressing your creativity instead of just following recipes are you
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interested in the science behind what happens to food while it s cooking do you want to learn what makes a recipe work so you can improvise and create
your own unique dish more than just a cookbook cooking for geeks applies your curiosity to discovery inspiration and invention in the kitchen why is
medium rare steak so popular why do we bake some things at 350 f 175 c and others at 375 f 190 c and how quickly does a pizza cook if we overclock an
oven to 1 000 f 540 c author and cooking geek jeff potter provides the answers and offers a unique take on recipes from the sweet a mean chocolate chip
cookie to the savory duck confit sugo this book is an excellent and intriguing resource for anyone who wants to experiment with cooking even if you don t
consider yourself a geek initialize your kitchen and calibrate your tools learn about the important reactions in cooking such as protein denaturation
maillard reactions and caramelization and how they impact the foods we cook play with your food using hydrocolloids and sous vide cooking gain
firsthand insights from interviews with researchers food scientists knife experts chefs writers and more including author harold mcgee tv personality
adam savage chemist hervé this and xkcd my own session with the book made me feel a lot more confident in my cooking monica racic the new yorker i
love this book it s inspiring invigorating and damned fun to spend time inside the mind of big picture cooking i m hungry adam savage co host of
discovery channel s mythbusters in his enchanting funny and informative book cooking for geeks o reilly jeff potter tells us why things work in the
kitchen and why they don t barbara hanson newyork daily news

Pythonクックブック
2010-08-02

with the introduction of ruby on rails the ruby scripting language has been a rising star among programmers over the past year this new book covers all
aspects of the language from the basics to more advanced issues so that programmers of any level can learn by example and improve their skills

Cooking for Geeks
2006

the site cookbook from o reilly covers all the essential skills that you need to create engaging visitor friendly websites it helps you with the practical
issues surrounding their inception design and maintenance with recipes that teach both routine and advanced setup tasks the book includes clear and
professional instruction on a host of topics

Ruby Cookbook
2006-01-01

deep learning doesn t have to be intimidating until recently this machine learning method required years of study but with frameworks such as keras and
tensorflow software engineers without a background in machine learning can quickly enter the field with the recipes in this cookbook you ll learn how to
solve deep learning problems for classifying and generating text images and music each chapter consists of several recipes needed to complete a single
project such as training a music recommending system author douwe osinga also provides a chapter with half a dozen techniques to help you if you re
stuck examples are written in python with code available on github as a set of python notebooks you ll learn how to create applications that will serve
real users use word embeddings to calculate text similarity build a movie recommender system based on wikipedia links learn how ais see the world by
visualizing their internal state build a model to suggest emojis for pieces of text reuse pretrained networks to build an inverse image search service
compare how gans autoencoders and lstms generate icons detect music styles and index song collections
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Web Site Cookbook
2018-06-05

completely revised for asp net 2 0 this new edition of the best selling asp net cookbook has everything you need to go from beginning to advanced
windows based web site development using microsoft s popular visual studio 2005 and asp net 2 0 developer tools written for the impatient professional
asp net 2 0 cookbook contains more than 125 recipes for solving common and not so common problems you are likely to encounter when building asp net
based web applications the recipes in this book which run the gamut from simple coding techniques to more comprehensive development strategies are
presented in the popular problem solution discussion format of the o reilly cookbook series as with the first edition every solution is coded in both c and
visual basic 2005 among the additions and revisions to this new edition are three new chapters including 25 new recipes for master and content pages
personalization using profiles and themes custom parts and more new code for every solution rewritten to take advantage of features and techniques new
to asp net 2 0 and available for download the asp net 2 0 cookbook continues to provide the most comprehensive coverage you ll find anywhere of tabular
controls including the new gridview control data validation including the new asp net 2 0 validation controls as well as techniques for performing your
own validation programmatically user and custom controls error handling performance tuning and caching whether you re new to asp net or an
experienced microsoft developer with asp net 2 0 cookbook deliverance from a long day or night at your computer could be just one recipe away

Deep Learning Cookbook
2005-12-16

a comprehensive collection of problems solutions and practical examples for anyone programming in java the java cookbook presents hundreds of tried
and true java recipes covering all of the major apis as well as some apis that aren t as well documented in other java books the book provides quick
solutions to particular problems that can be incorporated into other programs but that aren t usually programs in and of themselves

ASP.NET 2.0 Cookbook
2001

two years since its initial release redis already has an impressive list of adopters including engine yard github craigslist and digg this open source data
structure server is built for speed and flexibility making it ideal for many applications if you re using redis or considering it this concise cookbook
provides recipes for a variety of issues you re likely to face each recipe solves a specific problem and provides an in depth discussion of how the solution
works you ll discover that redis while simple in nature offers extensive functionality for manipulating and storing data learn when it makes sense to use
redis explore several methods for installing redis connect to redis in a number of ways ranging from the command line to popular languages such as
python and ruby solve a range of needs from linked datasets to analytics handle backups sharding datasets larger than available memory and many other
tasks

Java Cookbook
2011-07-25

if you need help writing programs in python 3 or want to update older python 2 code this book is just the ticket packed with practical recipes written and
tested with python 3 3 this unique cookbook is for experienced python programmers who want to focus on modern tools and idioms inside you ll find
complete recipes for more than a dozen topics covering the core python language as well as tasks common to a wide variety of application domains each
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recipe contains code samples you can use in your projects right away along with a discussion about how and why the solution works topics include data
structures and algorithms strings and text numbers dates and times iterators and generators files and i o data encoding and processing functions classes
and objects metaprogramming modules and packages network and programming concurrency utility scripting and system administration testing
debugging and exceptions c extensions

Redis Cookbook
2013-05-10

although ruby is an easy language to learn in the heat of action you may find that you can t remember the correct syntax for a conditional or the name of
a method this handy pocket reference offers brief yet clear explanations of ruby s core components from operators to reserved words to data structures
to method syntax highlighting those key features that you ll likely use every day when coding ruby whether you ve come to ruby because of the rails web
development framework ruby s killer app or simply because it s a relatively clean powerful and expressive language that s useful for a lot of applications
the ruby pocket reference is organized to help you find what you need quickly this book not only will get you up to speed on how ruby works it provides
you with a handy reference you can use anywhere anytime in this book you find essential information on reserved words operators comments numbers
variables ranges and symbols predefined variables andglobal constants conditional statements method use classes and modules mixins lists of methods
from the object string array and hash classes and the kernel module sprintf andtime formatting directories interactive ruby irb and the ruby debugger
ruby documentation you also get information on the rubygems package utility and rake a build tool similar to make if you re using ruby daily and just
want the facts fast ruby pocket reference is your book

Python Cookbook
2007-07-18

the c cookbook offers a definitive collection of solutions and examples for this new programming language recipes range from simple tasks to the more
complex and are organized with respect to the types of problems users need to solve as they progress in their experience as a c programmer

Ruby Pocket Reference
2006-01-30

java soa cookbook offers practical solutions and advice to programmers charged with implementing a service oriented architecture soa in their
organization instead of providing another conceptual high level view of soa this cookbook shows you how to make soa work it s full of java and xml code
you can insert directly into your applications and recipes you can apply right away the book focuses primarily on the use of free and open source java
services technologies including java se 6 and java ee 5 tools but you ll find tips for using commercially available tools as well java soa cookbook will help
you construct xml vocabularies and data models appropriate to soa applications build real world web services using the latest java standards including
jax ws 2 1 and jax rs 1 0 for restful web services integrate applications from popular service providers using soap pox and atom create service
orchestrations with complete coverage of the ws bpel business process execution language 2 0 standard improve the reliability of soap based services
with specifications such as ws reliable messaging deal with governance interoperability and quality of service issues the recipes in java soa cookbook will
equip you with the knowledge you need to approach soa as an integration challenge not an obstacle
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C# Cookbook
2009-03-17

brimming with over 100 recipes for getting down to business and actually doing xp the java extreme programming cookbook doesn t try to sell you on xp
it succinctly documents the most important features of popular open source tools for xp in java including ant junit http nit cactus tomcat xdoclet and then
digs right in providing recipes for implementing the tools in real world environments

Java SOA Cookbook
2007

ActionScript 3.0 錦囊妙計 - ActionScript 3.0 Cookbook
2003

Java Extreme Programming Cookbook
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